DAIRY APPLICATIONS OF ANOLYTE

1. TEAT DIP...USE 20%-100% ANOLYTE, PREFERABLY MIXED WITH EMOLLIENT SUCH AS GLYCERIN (1 PART GLYCERIN: 20 PARTS ANOLYTE), BOTH AS PRE & POST DIP.

2. MASTITIS...USE 150-200ML DIRECTLY INTO EACH AFFECTED AREA TWO-THREE TIMES DAILY FOR 7-10 DAYS.

3. FOOT BATHS...USE PURE 100% ANOLYTE ONCE A WEEK IN FOOT BATH IN CONTINUOUS FLOW FASHION. THIS IS FOR PREVENTION PURPOSES ONLY. FOR FOOT INFECTIONS USE ANOLYTE AT LEAST ONCE, PREFERABLY TWICE, DAILY FOR 7-10 DAYS.

4. NEONATAL DIARRHEA ILLNESS....ALIMENT DIET WITH ONE HALF LITER DAILY OF ANOLYTE TILL DIARRHEA RESOLVES (USUALLY WITHIN SEVERAL DAYS)

5. POST PARTUM...FOR PREVENTION OF METRITIS, CAN INSTILL ONE LITER ANOLYTE DIRECTLY INTO WOMB.

6. MILK LINE DISINFECTANT.....CAN USE 25-50% ANOLYTE AFTER INITIAL HOT WATER WASH, WITH OR WITHOUT CATHOLYTE, AS DETERGENT CLEANER.

7. SILAGE PRESERVER....BY APPLYING PURE ANOLYTE (100%) DIRECTLY TO SILAGE, PREVENTS HEATING UP OF SILAGE & IMPROVES NUTRITIONAL VALUE OF FEED. Use 15-20 liters anolyte per ton of silage. Must be applied evenly on every ~20 cm. layer of silage, usually with sprayer, to silage to give full coverage.
8. CAN BE USED TOPICALLY ON ANY SUPERFICIAL SKIN INFECTION. TYPICALLY APPLY 100% ANOLYTE TWO – THREE TIMES DAILY TO INFECTED AREA FOR 7-10 DAYS.

9. PRIMARY USE IS FOR WATER DISINFECTION... ALL ABOVE APPLICATIONS HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED BY TRIAL & ERROR BY DAIRYMEN LOOKING FOR ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DEALING WITH COMMON PROBLEMS...SAFE, NON-TOXIC PRODUCT.

10. GENERAL BARN DISINFECTANT... DRY FOGGING USING MAXIMUM OF 25% ANOLYTE DOSE.

11. PARLOR WASH.... USE 25% - 50% ANOLYTE SOLUTION.

12. ANY REASONABLE APPLICATION PROVIDING DISINFECTION PURPOSES. DAIRYMEN ARE INNOVATIVE. SINCE THE PRODUCT IS SAFE & NON-TOXIC, IT CAN BE USED IN A WIDE VARIETY OF AREAS. THERE MAY BE AREAS WHICH YOU HAVE HAD DIFFICULTIES IN, SO THIS MAY BE AN ALTERNATIVE TO PAST EXPERIENCES. ONLY BY TRYING ANOLYTE, WILL YOU SEE & EXPERIENCE IT’S BENEFICIAL EFFECTS.

CATHOLYTE APPLICATIONS

1. MILK LINE CLEANER... USE PURE, UNDILUTED CATHOLYTE TO REMOVE PROTEIN/FAT DEPOSITS. DETERGENT LIKE ACTION WORKS VERY EFFECTIVELY, TO BE FOLLOWED BY ANOLYTE FOR DISINFECTION PURPOSES. If there is a possibility to have catholyte warmed up to ~ 40 degrees. Washing performance will be improved.

2. TOWELS, CLOTHES, ETC..... WORKS VERY WELL AS A GENERAL DETERGENT.

3. ANY OTHER OBVIOUS NEED FOR GENERAL DETERGENT ACTION... NON TOXIC, SAFE.